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Chapter 1: Introduction
Plan Purpose/Preface
Iron County has contracted with the Northwest Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC) to
assist with the preparation of a rural Transit Development Plan (TDP) for Iron County. Upon
completion of the plan, the Iron County TDP will be used, along with the plans from
surrounding counties, to inform about future development of a regional transit development
plan.
The primary purpose of the Iron County Transit Development Plan is to assess current needs
and present transit alternatives and recommendations on how to best achieve personal
transportation goals and objectives identified by community members, county representatives
and transit providers.
Laws and Requirements
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation is authorized by Wisconsin Statutes §85.20 to
direct, undertake, and expend state and federal aid for planning, promoting, and protecting all
modes of transportation. Iron County requested funding to evaluate the establishment of
public transit in the county. WisDOT provided Iron County with
Table 1.1: Historical
financial assistance to conduct the study, using federal funds as
Populations of Iron County
authorized under 49 USC Chapter 53, Section 5304 of the Federal
Census
Pop.
% +/Transit Access (CFDA 20.515).
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2015

6,616
8,306
10,26
1
9,933
10,04
9
8,714
7,830
6,533
6,730
6,153
6,861
5,916
5,907

25.50%
25.50%
23.50%
-3.20%
1.20%

-13.30%
-10.10%
-16.60%
3.00%
-8.60%
11.50%
-13.80%
-0.15%

Federal transit law, as amended by the Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
Extensions Act (SAFETEA-LU, 2005), and continued in the Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21, 2012),
requires that projects selected for funding under the Section
5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with
Disabilities Program be “derived from a locally developed,
coordinated public transit-human services transportation plan”
and that the plan be “developed through a process that includes
representatives of public, private, and non-profit transportation
and human services providers and participation by members of
the public.”

Regional Planning Commission’s (RPC) throughout the State of
Wisconsin agreed to assist the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation in coordinating and developing all county Public
Transit-Human Services Transportation Coordination Plans within their respective RPC area. To
assist the RPC’s in their coordination efforts, WisDOT prepared a coordination planning process
and toolkit. Following the tool kit process, procedures, and documents, requirements of the
Federal Transit Association and the WisDOT’s reporting requirements would ultimately be met.
Source: U.S. Decennial Census
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Overall, four key elements are required of a coordinated public transit-human services
transportation coordination plan.
1. An assessment of available services that identifies current transportation providers
(public, private, and non-profit);
2. An assessment of the transportation needs for individuals with disabilities and older
adults. This assessment can be based on the experiences and perceptions of the
planning partners or on more sophisticated data collection efforts, as well as gaps in
service;
3. Goals, activities, and/or projects to address the identified gaps between current services
and needs, as well as opportunities to improve efficiency in service delivery; and
4. Priorities for implementation based on resources (from multiple program sources), time,
and feasibility for implementing specific goals and/or activities identified.
The Local Service Area
Iron County is the 3rd least populated county in Wisconsin and contains ten incorporated townships,
two cities and a number of unincorporated census designated places. Units of government in Iron
County include the Cities of Hurley and Montreal and the Towns of Anderson, Carey, Gurney, Kimball,
Knight, Mercer, Oma, Pence, Saxon and Sherman. The largest places in Iron County by population are
Hurley, Montreal, and Mercer. Population centers within the unincorporated towns include Gurney,
Iron Belt, Mercer, Pence, Saxon and Upson. Table 1.1 is a snapshot at the historical population trend of
Iron County. Table 1.2 gives a breakdown of Municipality populations with projections out to 2040.
This projection model is based off of historical trends and does not take into consideration action the
county has taken towards revitalization. According to the 2015 American Community Survey, Iron
County has a total population of 5,907 persons. Given the land area of 758 square miles, the current
population density of Iron County equals 7.8 persons per square mile compared to the State of
Wisconsin’s 106.6 persons per square mile. Iron County borders Ashland County, Price County, Vilas
County, and Gogebic County, Michigan. Map 1 portrays population density of Iron County, the most
population dense areas are Mercer, Hurley and from Montreal to Hurley along Highway 77. As
conditions change in the county over the planning horizon, thoughtful consideration is necessary to
anticipate transit needs, alternatives and future options.
Table 1.2: Population Projections by Municipality and Iron County
Municipality 2010
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
% +/T Anderson
58
55
55
55
55
50
-13.79%
T Carey
163
155
155
155
150
140
-14.11%
T Gurney
159
165
180
190
195
185
16.35%
T Kimball
498
475
490
500
490
455
8.63%
T Knight
211
195
195
190
175
155
-26.54%
T Mercer
1,407 1,385 1,450 1,495 1,475 1,390
-1.20%
T Oma
289
295
315
330
330
320
10.73
T Pence
163
155
160
165
160
150
-7.98
T Saxon
324
295
295
295
280
255
-21.3
7

T Sherman
290
280
290
295
290
270
-6.9
C Hurley
1,547 1,435 1,440 1,440 1,370 1,240
-19.84
C Montreal
807
790
825
860
855
810
0.40%
TOTAL
5,916 5,680 5,850 5,970 5,825 5,420
-8.40%
Source: *2010 Census & DOA Projections; does not consider any county growth
efforts and plans

Table 1.3 breaks down the land use of Iron County. The majority of the land (88.78%) is
considered woodlands and other nature. The next largest category is parks and recreation at
about 8.29%. This data indicates that the majority of Iron County’s landscape is undeveloped,
open and very suitable for outdoor recreation activities.
There are two federally recognized tribes
that are in close proximity of Iron County
Percent of
Acres
Land Use Type
Acreage
and have small parts of the reservation in
88.7804%
Woodlands and Other Nature 571,115.52
the county. The Lac Du Flambeau
53,386.08
8.2989%
Parks and Recreation
Reservation that is partially located in
9,092.11
1.4134%
Iron County and is located in the
Agriculture
3,659.84
0.5689%
township of Sherman in the southeastern
Open Space
part of the county. There are 2,995 Lac Du
3,556.61
0.5529%
Urban
Flambeau tribal members and over half of
1,731.12
0.2691%
Residential
the population lives in the town of Lac Du
326.94
0.0508%
Industrial
Flambeau in Oneida County. The Lac Du
246.79
0.0384%
Commercial
Flambeau Tribe does have a transit
166.76
0.0259%
Government/Institutions
service that services the area around the
6.47
0.0010%
Communications/Utility
reservation. The part of the Bad River
1.81
0.0003%
Abandoned Commercial
Reservation that is located in Iron County
643,290
100%
Total Acreage:
is located in the township of Saxon in the
Source: NWRPC Land Use Inventory
northwestern part of the county. There
are 7,000 Bad River Tribal members and approximately 1,800 live on the reservation. The Bad
River tribe has a mobility manager and transit services are served on a case by case basis.
Table 1.3: Land Type in Acres in Iron County; 2015
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Chapter 2: Demographics and Needs Assessment
Introduction
This chapter presents an analysis of the demographics and the transit needs assessment of Iron
County. (The Iron County needs assessment is based upon standard estimation techniques
using demographic data, trends and needs identified by agencies and transportation providers.)
Demographics
Figure 2.1: Iron County Age-Sex Pyramid 2010 and 2040 Population
2040 Males

2010 Males

2040 Females

2010 Females

Age Grooups

90 & over
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
5-9
0-4
400

300

200

100

0

100

200

300

Figure
2. U.S.
1 Census Data
Source:

Age and Sex
Iron County has a sex ratio of 50.65% female to 49.35% male. Figure 2.1 gives the 2010
breakdown of sex and age distribution of the population of Iron County. This figure also has the
projected population and age categories to the year 2040. Figure 2.2 indicates that the median
age of Iron County in 2000 was 45 years compared to 36 years statewide. The 2015 median age
of Iron County was 52.4 years to 39 years statewide. Map 2 displays the mean age of all citizens
in each census block in Iron County. The darkest green on the map indicates that there is no
population in those census blocks. The rapid increase in the median age of Iron County could be
the product of an aging local population, influx of retirees, and out migration of the younger
people for employment and post-secondary education.
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Figure 2. 4
Figure 2. 3

Figure 2. 2

The median age of Iron County is also much higher than statewide median age. (Source: 2000,
2010 and 2015 American Community Survey Data) Map 3 portrays the density of citizens per
census block that are over the age of 60 years.
Table 2.1: Proportion of Iron County Housing Units that are
for Seasonal, Recreational or Occasional Use; 2000 to 2015
Year
Total Housing Units
For Seasonal, Recreational
or Occasional use
Percent of Iron County
Housing Units that are
Seasonal

2000
5706

2010
5844

2015
6009

2159

2723

2737

37.84%

46.59%

45.55%

Source: 2000, 2010 Census (SF1) and the 2015 American Community Survey
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The proportion of persons over the age of 60 years in Iron County is considerably higher than
the State of Wisconsin. Every age category over 60 years is higher in proportion in Iron County
by at least 1% and as much as 6.5%. (Figure 2.3)
Population forecasts project a large increase (about 22%) in the population of persons 65 years
and older from 2016 to 2026 in Iron County. (EMSI 2017)
Households
Table 2.2: Occupied Housing Units of Iron County
and Wisconsin; 2015
Household Type
Iron
WI
1 person household
33.20% 29.10%
2 person household
41.40% 36.90%
3 person household
10.10% 14.20%
4 person household
15.30% 19.90%
Family Households
61.70% 63.40%
Non-Family Households
38.30% 36.60%
Householder 65 years and
17.40% 11.30%
older
Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Iron County has a large percentage of housing units that are seasonal, recreational or for
occasional use. With this, there is an influx of citizens coming to recreate that are not full time
residents of Iron County (Table 2.1). Map 4 displays the distribution of seasonal housing units
by census block in Iron County. The map shows that the majority of seasonal housing units are
located in the southern half of the county in the Mercer Lakes area.
According to the 2015 American Community Survey, Iron County has a large portion of
occupied housing units that are 1 person, 2 person, non-family or 65 years or older than the
average for the State of Wisconsin (Table 2.2). This is elaborated further with Table 2.3 with
citizens per household. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that Iron County on average has fewer
people per household compared to the State of Wisconsin. This suggests that family sizes are
smaller in Iron County.

Table 2.3: People Per Owner/Rented Occupied Households; 2000 to 2015
Year
2015
2010
2000

People Per Household (Owned Household)
Iron County
Wisconsin
2.07
2.55
2.03
2.55
2.3
2.66

People Per Household (Renter Household)
Iron County
Wisconsin
1.65
2.2
1.67
2.11
1.74
2.15

Source: 2015 American Community Survey, 2010 and 2000 Census Data
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Economic Profile
Table 2.4: Median Earnings, Household Income and Per Capita
Income of Workers in Iron County and Wisconsin; 2015
Economic Categories
Median Earnings for Workers
Median Household Income for Workers
Per Capita Income of Workers

Iron
County
$24,206
$42,543
$25,435

Wisconsin
$30,721
$53,357
$28,340

Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Economic data is a helpful tool used to gauge the economic stability of a planning area and will
further help the county understand possible economic vulnerabilities. Median earnings for Iron
County’s workers are 78.79% of Wisconsin’s. Median household income for Iron County
workers is 79.73% of Wisconsin’s and per capital income of workers for Iron County is 89.75%
of the Wisconsin’s. Iron County’s economic data suggests that the county is considerably lower
than the State of Wisconsin with regard to median earnings, median household income and per
capita income (Table 2.4). Citizens of Iron County have a smaller portion of disposable income
to spend on essentials while they spend a greater portion of their income on transportation.
Table 2.5 displays the median household income for Iron County, Wisconsin and the United
States and then uses the household average spent on transportation in the United States. This
displays how the standard transportation cost affects different median household incomes.
Table 2.5: Percent of Household Income Spent on Transportation;
2015
Iron
United
Location
County
Wisconsin
States
Median Household Income
$42,543
$53,357
$55,775
US Household Average
Transportation Cost
$9,073
$9,073
$9,073
Percent of household Income
21.33%
17.00%
16.27%
spent on Transportation
Source: 2015 American Community Survey, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Education
Iron County is divided into three school districts with large geographic areas that are based in
the county. The school district of Park Falls in Price County does cover a portion of
southwestern Iron County. Of the 962 total students in Iron County, 789 are attending pre-K
through 12th grade. The remaining 173 students are pursuing a post-secondary education in
some form. Table 2.7 displays that educational attainment in Iron County is similar to the State
of Wisconsin’s. 30.72% of Iron County’s total population has an associate’s degree or higher
post-secondary education and 34.59% of that population has an associate’s degree. 34.39% of
Wisconsin’s total population has an associate’s degree or higher post-secondary education and
25.61% of that population has an associate’s degree. 34.21% of the nation’s total population
12

has an associate’s degree or higher post-secondary education and 20.50% of that population
has an associate’s degree.
Table 2.6: Iron County School Districts and
Populations; 2015
Total Students:
School
Grades
789
Hurley School District
PK-12
623
Mercer School
PK-12
144
District
Northwoods Christian
KG-12
22
Academy (Hurley)

According to the 2015 American
Community Survey, there is a smaller
portion of the population currently
attending school in Iron County (16%), as
compared to the state of Wisconsin (27%).
The nearest post-secondary education
Source: WI Department of Public Instruction (2016 Enrollment Data)
facilities are Northland College in Ashland
WI, Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College in Ashland WI, Nicolet Technical College in
Rhinelander WI and Gogebic Community College in Ironwood MI.
Table 2.7: Educational Attainment for Iron County and
Wisconsin's Population 25 Years and Older; 2015
Percent of
Percent of
Education Type
Population for
Population for
Attained
Iron County
Wisconsin
Less than 9th grade
1.78%
3.12%
9th to 12th grade, no
5.29%
5.85%
high school diploma
High school degree
35.82%
32%
Some college, no
24.93%
21.12%
degree
Associate's degree
11.17%
10.08%
Bachelor's degree
14.15%
18.43%
Graduate or
6.86%
9.39%
professional degree
Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Veterans
According to the 2015 American Community Survey, veteran to civilian proportion in Iron
County is much higher than it is in the State of Wisconsin (Table 2.8). There are approximately
685 veterans, of which 207 are classified as having a disability.
Table 2.8: Veterans of Iron County; 2015
Iron County
Wisconsin
Percent Proportion of
Veterans in the
Civilian Population of
13.77%
7.93%
18 Years and Older
Source: 2015 American Community Survey
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Commuting
Less than 1% of Iron County workers use public transportation to get to their place of work.
(Table 2.9) Commute flow as shown it in Table 2.11 and Figure 2.11 display the patterns of
people coming into and traveling out of Iron County for employment. Iron County has a net
commute/worker loss of 333 people. A little over half of the working residents in the county
(1,294) are employed within Iron County.
Table 2.9: Commuting for Workers 16 years
and Older in Iron County; 2015
Means of Transportation
Workers 16 years and over
Car, truck, or van -- drove alone
Car, truck, or van -- carpooled
Public transportation (excluding taxicab)
Walked
Other means
Worked at home
Mean travel time to work (minutes)

Workers
2,535
2,000
302
5
82
28
118
22

Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Table 2.11: Household Vehicle Ownership
by Age and Owner/Renter Status In Iron
County: 2015
Owner Occupied
Age 15Age 1564 with
64 with
no
a vehicle
vehicle
10
1492
Owner Occupied
Age 65+
Age 65+
with no
with a
vehicle
vehicle
50
821

Renter Occupied
Age 15Age 15-64
64 with
with a
no
vehicle
vehicle
44
323
Renter Occupied
Age 65+
Age 65+
with no
with a
vehicle
vehicle
101
101

Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Table 2.10: Iron County Commuting Patterns, 2013
Iron Co.
Workers
Commute
To:

Commute
From:

Net
Commute

Gogebic County,
Michigan

565

617

52

Vilas County

217

35

– 182

Ashland County

158

28

– 130

Oneida County

71

8

– 63

Elsewhere

118

108

– 10

Total

1129

796

– 333

Commute within
Iron County

1294

Location

Source: 5 Year American Community Survey (2009-2013)

LQ data is helpful when determining the prevalence of the job industry in a specific geographic
area compared to the Nation. As you can see from Table 2.12, a number is next to the industry
type and the number represents the proportionality between Iron County and the United
States in the percent of the population employed in an industry type. If the number is 2 that
means the percent of the population working in that industry is two times as high compared to
the national average. If the number is 1, it is the same and if the number is .5 that means there
is half of the population proportion employed in that industry in Iron County as compared to
14

the nation. Table 2.13 is a list of the top 5 employers for Iron County, Ashland County, and the
cities of Park Falls, Ironwood and Minocqua.
Table 2.12: LQ of Iron County
Employment Industry to US
Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting,
1.99
and mining
1.16
Construction
1.54
Manufacturing
0.59
Wholesale trade
0.85
Retail trade
Transportation and
warehousing, and
0.79
utilities
0.57
Information
Finance and
insurance, and real
0.51
estate and rental and
leasing
Professional,
scientific, and
management, and
0.53
administrative and
waste management
services
Educational services,
and health care and
1.02
social assistance
Arts, entertainment,
and recreation, and
1.33
accommodation and
food services
Other services,
except public
0.91
administration
Public administration 1.32

Table 2.13: 5 Top Employers In Nearby Geographic Locations
Number of
Area
Employer Name
Employees
Iron Co.
Action Floor Systems
Medium (50-249)
Iron Co.
Whitecap Mountain Ski Resort
Medium (50-249)
Iron Co.
Villa Maria Health and Rehab
Medium (50-249)
Iron Co.
Hurley School District
Medium (50-249)
Iron Co.
Iron County Clerk
Medium (50-249)
Ironwood
Aspirus Grand View Medical
Medium (50-249)
Ironwood
Walmart Supercenter
Medium (50-249)
Ironwood
Ironwood Plastics
Medium (50-249)
Ironwood
Gogebic Community College
Medium (50-249)
Ironwood
Jacquart Fabric Products
Medium (50-249)
Ashland Co.
C B Bretting Mfg Co Inc.
Large (250+)
Ashland Co.
Bad River Band-Lake Superior
Large (250+)
Ashland Co.
Memorial Medical Center
Large (250+)
Ashland Co.
Walmart Supercenter
Large (250+)
Ashland Co.
Bad River Lodge and Casino
Medium (50-249)
Minocqua
Marshfield Clinic
Large (250+)
Minocqua
Walmart Supercenter
Medium (50-249)
Minocqua
Lakeland Union High School
Medium (50-249)
Minocqua
St. Matthias Thrift Shop
Medium (50-249)
Minocqua
Minocqua Joint 1 School Dist
Medium (50-249)
Park Falls
Flambeau River Papers LLC
Large (250+)
Weather Shield Windows &
Park Falls
Large (250+)
Doors
Park Falls
Flambeau Hospital
Medium (50-249)
Park Falls
Park Manor
Medium (50-249)
Park Falls
US Park Falls Ranger District
Medium (50-249)
Source: EMSI 2017

Source: 2015 American Community
Survey

Figure 2.5 displays the times the working population leaves for their work commute. 7:00a.m.
to 8:00a.m. is the time segment that the majority of individuals leave to go to work (30%). The
majority of citizens (67.7%) have a commute time of 25 minutes or less, and 25% of all
commuting citizens have a commute time less than 10 minutes (Figure 2.6).
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There are a total of 6,009 households in Iron County of which 205 households in Iron County
that do not own a vehicle. Of the 205 households, 54 are homeowners and 151 are renters.
Nearly half of the population that does not own a vehicle is comprised of renters that are over
the age of 65 years.
Figure 2.6

Figure 2.5

Table 2.14: Driving Distances
Between Urban Centers
Mercer to Hurley 23 miles
Mercer to
Ironwood
24 miles
Mercer to
Minocqua
33 miles
Mercer to
Ashland
61 miles
Mercer to Park
Falls
37 miles
Hurley to
Minocqua
56 miles
Hurley to Ashland 38 miles
Hurley to Park
Falls
59 miles
Hurley to
Ironwood
1 mile
Source: Mileage generated with
Google Maps

Figure 2.7
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Disabilities
Iron County has a disabled population of 970 individuals or 16.72% (Table 2.15). Table 2.16 and
Figure 2.8 display age categories and disabled rates within each age category. There are three
disabilities that may have an effect on a citizen’s ability to operate an automobile. These are
Ambulatory difficulties, self-care difficulties and individual living difficulties. The age category
75 years and older has the majority of individuals that are disabled. This category is only 25%
the size of the 35 to 64 years category but has a greater overall disabled population. This
evidence suggests that a citizen is about 4 times more likely to have disabilities related to
ambulatory, self-care or individual living difficulties once they are 75 years and over as
compared to 35 to 64 years of age in Iron County.
Table 2.15: Iron County Population with a Disability;
2015
Total Civilian Non
- Institutionalized
Population

Citizens
with a
Disability

Percent of Iron County
Residents with a
Disability

5,802

970

16.72%

Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Table 2.16: Age Categories with Disabilities in Iron County; 2015
Age Groups

Total
Under 5 years:
5 to 17 years:
18 to 34 years:
35 to 64 years:
65 to 74 years:
75 years and over:

Civilian Non –
Institutionalized
Population

Population
with a
Disability

Total
Population:
5802
212
719
748
2560
818
745

Total
Population:
970
1
45
57
380
138
349

Percent of Age
Group with a
Disability

Percent of Iron
County Disabled
Population

~

~

0.47%
6.26%
7.62%
14.84%
16.87%
46.85%

0.10%
4.64%
5.89%
39.18%
14.23%
35.98%

Source: 2015 American Community Survey
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Transit Needs Assessment of Iron County
Aging Population
Iron County has a higher median age and higher proportion of elderly residents than the State
of Wisconsin. Iron County has proportionally twice the population 65 years and older compared
to the national average. By 2026, the projected population over the age of 65 years in Iron
County is expected to grow by 22%. According to the Iron County disability data, citizens over
the age of 75 years are 4 times more likely to have a disability and may cause an increase in the
need of transit services. Taking all of this information into consideration, the need for transit
services for the aging population is expected to only grow in the near future.
Households: Ownership, Seasonal & Size
In 2015, both renter and owner-occupied households were smaller in Iron County compared to
the State of Wisconsin. This suggests there are less family members in Iron County and that
could mean less individuals to rely on for transportation. This may cause a larger transportation
gap and an increased need for transit services. The average age of a householder is 6% higher in
Iron County compared to the State of Wisconsin. Lastly, seasonal housing units in Iron County
are proportionally higher than many other Wisconsin counties at 45.55%. Wisconsin’s seasonal
housing unit percent is 7.11% and the Nation is at 3.95%. The high number of seasonal housing
units indicates an influx of non-residents, likely many of whom are approaching or past
retirement age.
Economic Profile
After averaging median worker earnings, median household income and per capita income of
workers, Iron County residents take home approximately 82.96% the income compared to the
average Wisconsin worker household. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
average United States household spends $9,073 on transportation annually. Due to the lower
household income of Iron County compared to the state of Wisconsin and the United States,
Iron County residents spend a greater portion of their income on transportation (21.33%)
compared to the state of Wisconsin (17.00%) and the United States (16.27%).
Education
Iron County does not have any post-secondary education facilities. Residents that want to
attend a post-secondary education institution will have to commute out of the county, relocate
or take classes online. Iron County houses two public school districts and one private district.
The rural nature of the county and low population density tasks these districts with complex
and large bussing routes which become even more challenging in inclement weather.
Veteran Population
Iron County has a proportionally larger veteran population compared to the State of Wisconsin,
but Iron County does not have resources to transport their veterans to medical services. The
closest VA clinic is in Ironwood, Michigan, but veteran services are very limited at this location.
The closest VA hospital is in Iron Mountain, Michigan, which is a 128-mile drive from the Iron
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County Veteran Services Office. The Disabled American Veterans group (DAV) has a van that will
take a group of veterans from Ironwood to Iron Mountain and then bring them back to
Ironwood after their medical appointment at the end of the day. Veterans still need to get from
their residence in Iron County to Ironwood and back. If a Veteran doesn’t drive, they rely on
family and friends to transport them to and from their medical appointments.
Commuting
The majority of Iron County’s population commutes to work between 7:00am and 8:00am.
Slightly over half of the population commutes within Iron County, while many workers
commute to Gogebic County, Michigan. Nearly 25% of the population has a commute time of
10 minutes or less, and the majority of the commuting population (67.7%) has a commute time
of 25 minutes or less.
Vehicle Accessibility and Modeling
There are a total of 205 households in Iron County that do not own a vehicle. The majority of
households that do not own a vehicle (101) are citizens 65 years or older and are renters. This is
typically a more transit-dependent population and would be an ideal target audience to market
to and make the service readily available to.
Mobility Gap Model:
The Mobility Gap Model estimates the annual one-way trips needed to give citizens with no
vehicle equal opportunity as citizens with a vehicle. This estimate is compiled using the average
one way trips per day of a Wisconsin citizen, the number of Iron County households without a
vehicle and lastly by the amount of days in a year.
Table 2.17: Mobility Gap Model Calculations
Average one way trips per
day for a WI citizen
3

*

Iron Co.
Households
without a vehicle
205

*

Days in a year
365

=

Annual one way
single trips
224,475

The model indicates that there is a gap of 224,475 single one-way trips to give equal
transportation opportunity for citizens without vehicles. It is widely acknowledged that this
model produces very high estimates of need. This model does not consider public transit,
variation in one way trips per day, ride sharing and other sources of transportation that may be
utilized. The purpose of this model is to convey equal transportation representation regardless
if an individual has access to transportation.
Washington State Mobility Model:
The Washington State Mobility Model (Table 2.18) estimates annual public transit trips for a
county-type service in rural areas. The factors in the model are the elderly population, total
population, disabled adult population and the percent of the population above the poverty
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level. After running the calculations, there is an estimate of 4,431 minimum annual transit trips
needed to meet the population’s transit needs.
Table 2.18: Washington State Needed Transit Trips Model
Mobility
Percent of
Limited
Population
Given
Elderly
Given
Total
Given
Adults
above
Value Population Value Population Value
and
Poverty
People 65
Line
or older
6.4 *
1648 + 12.5 *
5907 + 120 * 2572
/ 88.7
10,547.20
73,837.50
308,640
88.70%

Min.
Transit
Trips
Needed

4,431

After both calculations, each public transit service trip would need to serve a total of 51 people
per trip throughout a year. But there are several factors that need to be considered with this
calculation. First with the Washington State Mobility Model, the calculation is a baseline
amount of trips that need to be provided and does not take into consideration geographic and
demographic variables. The Mobility Gap Model’s calculations main factor that can determine
the outcome is the amount of trips an individual takes per day (3) for every day of the year. A
citizen with no vehicle that lives in a rural geographic area may only take three one-way trips a
week on average, not three trips per day.
Table 2.19 calculates the mobility gap of trips from groups with access to vehicles compared to
groups with no access to vehicles. The purpose of this table is to give both groups the same
trips per day regardless of their transportation resources. For households from 15-64 years,
there is a 3% gap. For households 65 years and older, there is a 16% gap. This gap is determined
based off of the households without a vehicle divided by the number of households that do
own a vehicle.
Table 2.19: Transit Need by Household for the General Public in Iron County
Households by Age and Vehicle Status
Total
Vehicle
Daily
HH 15Daily
HH
Daily
Status by
Mobility
Mobility
Trips
64
Transit/
65+
Transit/
Household
Gap
Gap
Needed
Years
Trips Need Years
Trips Need
No Vehicle
54
162
151
453
615
1.03
1.16
Has Vehicle
1815
5,445
938
2,814
8,259

Total
Annual
Trips
Needed
224,475
3,014,53
5

Source: 2015 American Community Survey

Disabled Population
Nearly 17% of the Iron County’s non-institutionalized population has a disability. This number
compares to Wisconsin’s at 11.7%. After looking at the Iron County disability data, disability
prevalence in a population grows as a population becomes older. Population projections
indicate a 22% increase in the population of persons 65 years and older from 2016 to 2026 in
Iron County (Figure 1.4). This may result in an increase in the disabled population over the next
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ten years because of the strong age and disability correlation. This will ultimately create an
increase in demand for transit services.
Public Input from the Survey and Meal Site Discussions
The Northwest Regional Planning Commission, with the help of County organizations and
departments, deployed a survey concerning transit services in Iron County. There were a total
of 139 survey submissions. NWRPC also attended five meal sites throughout the county to have
conversations with citizens about current transportation services and what direction they
would like to see services go in the future.
Table 2.20: Driving Time to Shopping and Medical
1531<15mins
>60mins
30mins
60mins
Shopping
50.40%
35.00%
13.10%
1.50%
Medical
29.40%
33.80%
32%
5.10%
Source: Spring 2017 Iron County Transit Survey

Take Away Survey Information
 78% of respondents’ normal mode of transportation is by driving themselves.
 14% of respondents have used a transit service in Iron County before.
 42.4% of respondents are willing to pay $1 to $2 for a one-way trip in Iron County.
 50% of the respondents have had someone drive them to a medical appointment in the
past year and 81.7% of them got a ride from either a family member or friend.
 84.10% of respondents said they would use transit services, if available, to access the
grocery store. 77.30% would access the doctor’s office, 59.10% would access
restaurants or dining establishments and 53.40% would access pharmacies.
 52.70% of respondents would not use transit services if it was expanded, but 63% of
respondents would support a county tax to subsidize a transit service. This suggests
15.30% of the respondents would support transit services even though they intend not
to use it.
 55% of the respondents that would support a tax increase proposed a number between
$1 and $10 per month to pay for a transit service.
Iron County Meal Site Public Outreach Meetings
 There was a lot of discussion about the volunteer driver program. Some discussion was:
o Didn’t know the county had such a program
o Would love to volunteer, but was worried about the insurance factor
 Local communities watch out for each other and generally drive each other around
when they need it.
 Urban areas that most of the participants go to for medical appointments and shopping
are Ashland, Ironwood and Woodruff/Minocqua.
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Chapter 3: Existing Services
Introduction
This section gives an overview of the existing transportation providers within the local planning
area of Iron County. Currently, there are five transportation providers operating within Iron
County. The providers are Highline, Iron County Aging Unit, North County Independent Living,
Twin City Cab and Lac Du Flambeau Transit Services. This section provides information on each
of the providers within the area allowing for easier comparison and analysis of each provider.
Highline Corporation
Description
Highline is mainly a ride-to-work program, but it’s also a mode of transportation
for recreation, education and shopping needs.
Specific Target Customer
Citizens with disabilities and the elderly community of northern Iron County
Route Type
Fixed to on-demand route
Funding and Grants Received
8521 grant money the state gives the county, then allocated from the county
User Payment
$2.50 per trip
Resources
Highline has one full-time driver and several part time/back up drivers. Highline
has been located in Hurley since 1966 and has provided its services since then.
Geographic Service Area
Based out of Hurley and serves mainly the Northern portion of the county.
Iron County Aging Unit
Description
The Iron County Aging Unit is an arm of Iron County Human Services and serves
mainly the elderly population.
Specific Target Customer
Elderly population of Iron County
Route Type
Fixed to on-demand routes and mainly services the City of Hurley and closely
surrounding areas. On Mondays and Wednesdays the bus transports citizens to
medical appointments and on Tuesdays and Fridays the bus transports citizens
to shopping facilities.
Funding and Grants Received
8521 grant money the state gives the county, then allocated from the county
User Payment
$2, $3, $4 per trip depending on location
Resources
The Aging Unit has a director and the transportation part of the Aging Unit is
reliant on volunteer drivers. The Aging Unit has a bus that is ADA approved and a
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van that is not ADA approved. Both vehicles are aged, have been well-used and
are at the end of their service life.
Geographic Service Area
The Aging Unit is based out of Hurley and serves outlying areas. The Aging Unit
sent a driver to Mercer two times a month from August 2016 to February 2017
and has had a total of two participants.
North County Independent Living (NCIL)
Description
Citizens can fill out an eligibility application with NCIL. If they qualify they are
allotted mile vouchers that the citizen can travel per month. NCIL will cover the
cost up to the voucher mile limit. NCIL will give a voucher allowing 100 to 250
miles of transportation a month for the client to use. This organization is always
looking to expand and partner with other transportation providers and services.
Specific Target Customer
Transportation and economically disadvantaged citizens. Iron County has had
four to five enrolled citizens a year since the program began offering services in
the county in 2008.
Route Type
On-demand routes. The average one-way trip for Iron County NCIL program
participant is about 50 miles.
Funding and Grants Received
NCIL has been receiving 5310 grant funding since 2008
User Payment
The client’s miles will be covered by NCIL until they surpass their allotted
monthly mile voucher.
Resources
Rely mainly of volunteer drivers, but has had difficulty with recruitment and
retention of volunteer drivers.
Geographic Service Area
This organization services eight northwestern Wisconsin counties including Iron
County. Most of the Iron County participants have been from Hurley.
Twin City Cab
Description
This provider is a for-profit, private transportation provider located in Ironwood,
Michigan.
Specific Target Customer
Any citizen is eligible to call and receive a ride. Reduced rates are offered to
students, elderly and disabled citizens.
Route Type
Demand Response and by arrangement
Funding and Grants Received
No grant money received
User Payment
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Complex fare structure that is based strictly on location. Long one-way trips cost
about $1.50/mile. They offer $1 off for students, seniors and disabled citizens.
Resources
Available every day for services at all hours of the day.
Geographic Service Area
Mainly services the Hurley and Ironwood area. Twin City Cab is able to travel to
distant destinations when needed by a customer.
Table 3.1: Twin City Cab: Fares and Rates
Location
Price
Ironwood/Hurley (between towns)
$7-$9
$63
Ironwood to Ashland
$85
Ironwood to Bayfield
$100
Bad River Casino (Round Trip)

Lac du Flambeau Transit Service
Description
The Lac du Flambeau Transit Service offers services to the local area around the
reservation.
Specific Target Customer
Services are centralized around the Lac du Flambeau Reservation to anyone who
will need transit services. The service barely services into Iron County currently.
Route Type
Offers both fixed routes as well as reserve-a-ride
Funding and Grants Received
5311 grant (Rural/Small Public Transportation Assistance) from the federal
government, 8520 grant (State Operating Assistance Program) from the State of
Wisconsin, 8521 grant (Specialized Transportation Assistance) from the state of
Wisconsin, STRAP grant (Supplemental Transportation Rural Assistance Program)
from the state of Wisconsin.
User Payment
Customers pay on a per-ride basis. Elders and ADA Para-Transit individuals pay
reduced rates.
Resources
Menominee Regional Public Transit receives a large sum of grant funding that is
distributed through several tribes. The Lac du Flambeau tribe is one of those
tribes; the service’s vehicles are ADA/Para-Transit approved.
Geographic Service Area
The service runs from the Lac du Flambeau Reservation to the main destination
of the Woodruff/Minocqua area.
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Table 3.2: Lac du Flambeau Transit Fares and Prices (One-Way Fares)
Fixed Routes
Reserve a Ride
Elder/ ADA
Elder/ ADA
Destination
Regular
Regular
Para-Transit
Para-Transit
Lac du Flambeau
$0.75
$0.25
$2.50
$1.25
Lac du Flambeau Ext. $1.25
$0.50
$2.50
$1.25
Woodruff/Minocqua $2.50
$1.25
$5.00
$2.50
*Prices received from providers website

Indian Trails Bus Service
Description
Indian Trails operates one of the largest fleets of deluxe motor coaches in
Michigan. Buses range from 30 to 56 passenger capacity. Services include bus
charters, tours, shuttles, airport transfers, casino runs and daily scheduled
routes. The service carries more than 1,000,000 passengers annually.
Specific Target Customer
This service is
designated to any
person that needs the
service to be shuttled
to a different
community as well as a
hub area for more
transportation such as
the Amtrak or airline
services.
Route Type
Has a wide array of
services. But for Iron
County residents, it
would be a fixed route
that can shuttle to
Ashland and Duluth.
Funding and Grants Received
Unknown grant services.
User Payment
Ticket prices can vary depending on the locations of services
Resources
The bus fleet is comprised of buses that are 2010 or newer. The bus sizes vary
from 30 to 56 passengers.
Geographic Service Area
Covers a very large geographic area mainly focused in the state of Michigan. But
this service also routes to hub areas such as Ashland, Duluth, Milwaukee, Iron
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River, Detroit and Chicago. The bus does not stop in Hurley, but stops in
Ironwood and citizens can get on from there.
Iron County Emergency Response Plan
The Iron County Emergency Response Plan has Highline, the Aging Unit and the Hurley and
Mercer school districts all providing busses in need of mass evacuation in Iron County.
Transit Service Providers in Surrounding Counties
Ashland County WI
 Ashland County Aging Unit- Volunteer Driver Medical Transportation
 Bad River Transit System
 Bay Area Rural Transit (BART)
 Northwood’s Taxi
 New Horizons North, Inc.
 North County Independent Living (NCIL)
 Northwoods Transport
 Pathways Transport
 Key Care Transportation
Price County WI
 Northwoods Transport
 North Country Independent Living (NCIL)
 Price County Aging Department-Volunteer Driver Program
 Key Care Transportation
 Bay Area Rural Transit (BART - 5 mile service around the City of Park Falls)
Vilas County WI
 Vilas County Commission on Aging: Volunteer Escort Service
 Eagle River Transport (Eagle River Area)
 Lac du Flambeau Seniors (Lac du Flambeau Area)
 Lakeland Community Senior Center (Woodruff and Arbor Vitae area)
 Phelps Senior Citizens, Inc. (Phelps area)
 Northwoods Seniors, Inc. (Winchester, Manitowish Waters, Boulder Junction)
 St. Germain Prime Timers, Inc. (St. Germain area)
Gogebic County MI
 Twin City Taxi
 Gogebic County Transit Authority
 Community Action Agency
 Department of Human Services
 St. Vincent DePaul-Ironwood Location
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Chapter 4: Gaps in Service
Introduction
This section presents a brief analysis of the service gaps and potential overlap in Iron County. As
mentioned previously, there are only a few transportation services for the citizens of Iron
County. These identified gaps and possible duplications of services were also considered when
identifying service strategies for transportation improvements in Iron County. Gaps in service
for Iron County are linked to lack of additional service providers in geographic areas and the
availability of funding. Gaps in transit services are both geographic in nature, as well as service
delivery to various groups of people in Iron County.
Geographic Service Gaps
Map 7 displays the five providers that have a service territory in Iron County. The Iron County
Aging Unit and Highline are based in Northern Iron County. Twin City Cab is based out of
Ironwood, MI, but has a service area into Iron County covering the Hurley and Montreal area.
The last service provider is the Lac Du Flambeau Transit Service which has a service territory
around the reservation which is partly in Iron County. The main geographical transit gap is in
the southern half of Iron County. The other geographical gap is the lack of interconnection
between the lower and upper parts of Iron County.
Service Type Gaps
Highline, as well as the Iron County Aging Unit, serve specific populations such as elderly and
disabled citizens. Everyday commuters and low income citizens have Twin City Cab in the
northern part of the county in mainly the towns of Hurley and Montreal. Lac du Flambeau
serves the southeast tip of the county. Large service gaps exist not only at the capacity to serve
elderly and disabled citizens, but all citizens that want alternative modes of transportation.
Duplicate and Overlapped Services
Most of the county’s transit services are in the northern part of the county. This is where the
majority of Iron County’s full-time population resides. The northern region of the county is
partially covered with disability, elderly and taxi service transportation. The southern half of the
county has a smaller full-time population and is spread more sparsely throughout the
landscape, making centralized transit or transit pick-up locations challenging.
There are relatively no service duplications due to the type and amount of transportation
service in the county. There are also no duplications in regard to agencies that receive federal
or state funding for their services provided in the geographic area of this study.
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Chapter 5: Strategies to Eliminate Duplication and Gaps
Introduction
There are many possible service options that can lead to the elimination of duplications and
service gaps with Iron County transit services. Choosing the right service option(s) is dependent
on an array of different variables the county must consider. In this section, service options are
discussed and analyzed to address the barriers of transit services in Iron County.
As stated in Chapter 4, there is no duplication of services in the rural portions of the service
area. However, there may be general coordination strategies which could ultimately improve
services in the area. These coordination strategies will need to be discussed, analyzed and
ranked by the TCC committee. The following list represents appropriate strategies which could
be done within the county and surrounding areas to improve transit services.
Strategies to Eliminate Gaps
1) Refine and Organize Current Offered Transit Services
Look at current services/providers in the county as well as surrounding service areas.
Organize and develop a strong relationship of communication between the groups to
refine current services and service areas. This collaboration could be through grant
applications, trainings and expertise sharing and ordering and purchasing. This step is
about increasing efficiency to local and surrounding providers. This strategy will also
include the Volunteer Driver Program. Efforts should be made to recruit more drivers
for the program as well as driver retention
Benefits
 Utilize current equipment, materials and overhead
 Maximize services with current resources
 Enhance both public and private services through coordinated efforts
Implementation Steps
 Gather information through developed relationships with other providers
 Streamline provider’s processes to complement each other to serve as many people
as possible
Special Consideration
 Current services offered may be already at full capacity and doing as much as they
possibly can for the citizens that need the service
2) Pooling Together all Public Vehicles and Resources in Iron County Government
Any vehicle and transportation resource owned by an Iron County government office
could be used to provide transportation for people throughout Iron County. This can
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also be fuel, insurance, software and hardware to reduce individual agency overhead
costs.
Benefits
 No expansion of overhead costs such as additional vehicles or storage facilities for
the vehicles and maintenance
Implementation Steps
 Create an organized and credible system that still allows the vehicles to be available
and well-maintained for any department that may need the vehicle.
Special Consideration
 Will require a strong credibility and liability system throughout county departments
 May cause complications with grant programs and applications
3) Multi-County Regional Transit System (Gogebic, Ashland, Iron, Northern Price,
Western Vilas counties)
Create a transit plan that will service a regional level of citizens. There will be a
collaboration process between several counties and transit providers. Iron County
would become a branch and feed to a larger transit system. Iron County would more
than likely have to create a system in-house or give money to have another group
service the county.
Benefits
 Expansion of service area as well as increase the opportunity of travel for citizens
 Pooled funding from several counties
Implementation Steps
 Communicate with providers around the service area.
 Gather service and funding information from all participating counties
 Identify service gaps throughout proposed service region
Special Consideration
 Money allocation is appropriate according to each area’s corresponding demand of
services
 Large service territory which will require detail and organization
 Extra complications with Gogebic County because it is out of state
4) Contract with a Nearby Transit Provider(s)
Have an established transit service move into Iron County and address the geographic
and transit service gaps in Iron County. This would require the county to compensate
the provider for its service.
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Benefits
 The county does not have any infrastructure obligation to the service provider.
 Can split the county into different service areas depending on service providers
Implementation Steps
 Communicate and coordinate with potential satellite offices and identify challenges,
opportunities and amount of funding compensation needed.
Special Consideration
 Consider service and geographical gaps without duplicating current services
 Potentially have Lac du Flambeau Transit service the southern part of the county and
BART or Bad River service the northern part of the county.
5) Entirely New Transportation Service/Office that Serves Iron County
Create an entirely new transit service in Iron County that will specifically address service
gaps of citizens in Iron County.
Benefits
 Can be either a public or private service provider.
 Shape a service specifically for the current and future needs of Iron County
Implementation Steps
 Develop and research funding opportunities to make the new service economically
feasible.
 Determine current and future need for the service and then look at the amount of
service necessary to meet that need.
Special Consideration
 Consider service and geographical gaps without duplicating current services
 Large start-up costs for infrastructure
6) Volunteer Driver and Transit Service Cooperation
Appoint a lead ride coordinator for each populated area of the county. This coordinator
will have the option to enroll in the volunteer driver program and this person’s goal is to
make sure citizens have rides and round them up to bring them to a central location. A
transit bus will pick up the group of citizens at that central location and then bring them
to a larger population center where they can take care of their shopping and medical
needs. This will save the county or transit provider expenses for having a fixed route and
not a deviated route.
Benefits
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Each community is different demographically and geographically. The needs of
transit may vary greatly. This strategy recognizes those differences and makes
transit as efficient as possible to match the needs of each community.

Implementation Steps
 Identify the lead ride coordinator for each population center. The meal sites are
good locations to identify these individuals.
Special Consideration
 Ensuring there are always volunteer drives and the program is as appealing to the
volunteer drivers.
7) Transit/Tourism Hybrid Service
This service would provide its services to those in need throughout the county and fill its
slow service periods with tourist travel to keep itself economically viable. Some
examples could be biking, skiing and kayaking/canoeing tourism. A method could be a
transit to county citizens three days a week and then the other two days could be
tourist travel.
Benefits
 This is a useful service to both citizens and non-residents that come for tourism
 Service could be subsidized through tourism income
Implementation Steps
 Develop a transit/tourism plan that will ensure transit needs are met for the local
population and serves the tourist population second.
Special Consideration
 Make sure that the first priority is for the citizens of Iron County and the service
could be supplemented with tourist business
8) Rural Rideshare Bus Service
Have a fixed route and scheduled bus that runs between populated areas. Examples of
this could be Mercer to Minocqua and Hurley to Ironwood.
Benefits
 This service is very basic and has a smaller number of variables to consider.
Implementation Steps
 Develop funding for purchasing and operating a bus
Special Consideration
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The fixed route and the fixed drop-off locations will only allow for individuals within
close proximity of the stops to have access to the bus. Deviated fixed routes allow
for the county to be more eligible for different funding pools.

9) Commuter Rideshare Program
Create citizen commute maps, charts and contact information. If people need a ride
they can contact the commuting individual that matches their needs. Very few people
carpool in Iron County. This is a way to tap into this large and unutilized resource. The
Wisconsin DOT has a rideshare program the county could build off of.
Benefits
 There are 2000 commuters in Iron County; 300 citizens car pool. That leaves a large
majority of the working population with extra room in their vehicles to provide
transportation services to citizens that do not have access to vehicles.
 Citizens that need a ride can get it at a reasonable rate while driving citizens are
supplemented for their already existing gas expenses.
Implementation Steps
 Gather information relating to commuter workflow, times and contact information.
Once the workflow chart and contact info is created. It then can be distributed
throughout the county and to citizens who could use the service.
Special Consideration
 Ensuring credibility of the program that citizens are getting their scheduled rides as
well as not being stranded without a ride.
Potential Contracts with Outside Providers
Lac du Flambeau Transit
There has been discussion with the Menominee Transit System to work with their satellite
office known as the Lac du Flambeau Transit to service southern Iron County. The potential
service would go from Woodruff/Minocqua to Mercer two times a week. The service would be
a Demand Response Route (DRR) that would travel around the Mercer area and pick citizens at
their residents and then go to Woodruff/Minocqua. An estimate for this service would cost the
county approximately $16,500. This estimate is based off a service time of 7.5 hours and the
other half an hour would be used for dead-head time for the driver. This is an estimate and
costs and services can vary. The person to contact for further discussion will be Richard Ducane
at 715-799-7014. rducane@mitw.org
Bad River Transit
If Iron County wanted to pursue a northern contract to shuttle citizens from Iron County to
Ashland one to two days a week, the cost would be approximately $25,000. This service could
potentially be addressed by the Bay Area Rural Transit (BART) or the Bad River Transit
Authority.
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Chapter 6: Priorities for Implementation (Goals and Outcomes)
Introduction
In the planning process of deciding what Iron County should do next with transit
services, the County should first lay out all of the viable options.
Overall Goal
The primary goal is to provide the transportation disadvantaged citizens of Iron County
with transit services that allow them to access essential facilities in larger urbanized
areas independently. Other considerations to be deliberated are reliability, cost
efficiency, safety and improving the quality of life to those in need of the service.
Priorities and Objectives
 Ensure transit services to all Iron County citizens that are in need of transportation
 Minimize financial burden to both the local tax payer and user
 Market and promote transit opportunities to the target audiences
 Avoid duplication of transportation services
 Continually assess, evaluate and improve services as needed through user input
The table below is from the 2014-2018 Public Transit – Human Services Transportation
Coordination Plan for Iron County.
Priorities of Goals
Priority
of Goal

1

2

Goal to
support 5year
coordinated
plan

Increase
transportati
on funding
to create
sustainable
transportati
on services.

Develop /
expand /
continue

Activities

Person(s)
Responsible

Timeline
/
Deadline

Roadblocks to
Implementation

Apply for funding opportunities to
enhance transit / transportation
resources.

Transportati
on
Coordinatio
n
Committee
(TCC),
County level
agencies,
highline,
UWEX

2014 and
ongoing

Availability of
funds, human
resources

TCC

2014 and
ongoing

Funding, state
and federal
regulations

TCC ,
highline,
transit

2014 and
ongoing

Funding,
ridership levels,
funding

Work with state and federal
agencies to address transportation
concerns specific to MA eligibility
adequate funding reimbursement,
bi-state cooperation, 5310
requirements and streamlining
eligibility requirements
Work within and between all local
governments and transit providers
to expand the current system and
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transportati
on services

3

4

Develop and
improve
access to
information
and increase
awareness
of
transportati
on services
(marketing /
educational
outreach)

Maximize
the
efficiency of
transportati
on services
through
technology,
innovation
and
coordinatio
n.

create new systems.

providers in
and around
Iron County

Develop a volunteer driver pool and
expand on other volunteer drivers

Aging,
Human
Services,
Road to
Recovery
Program

Increase awareness of
transportation services to all
residents (brochures, internet, news
media, social locations)

Aging,
human
services,
local
organization
s, UWEX

Enhance coordination efforts
amongst transportation providers to
maximize level of service and
enhance funding abilities

Eliminate barriers to interstate and
intercounty cooperation

Enhance coordination with disabled
population, low income, elderly,
Family Care and all others needing
transportation services

TCC, elected
officials,
UWEX,
Highline,
Aging Unit,
Human
Service,
Health Dept
TCC, elected
officials,
UWEX,
Highline,
Aging Unit,
Human
Service,
Health Dept
Human
Services and
Highline

regulations

2014 and
ongoing

Volunteers,
coordination
and
management,
liability
insurance and
options
available

2014 and
ongoing

Targeting all
populations
levels, funding
to disseminate
information

2014 and
ongoing

Funding,
population
distribution
being very
widespread

2014 and
ongoing

Funding, current
government/
grant
regulations

2014 and
ongoing

Funding, state
and federal
regulations
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Coordinate with transit services
provided within Michigan and
surrounding Wisconsin counties to
service the Iron County Area

TCC,
Gogebic
Transit

2014 and
ongoing

Funding, state
and federal
regulations

*This table was created by the Iron County TCC for the 5-year period of 2014-2018
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Chapter 7: Transit Development and Recommendations
Introduction
This chapter presents a general framework for funding development, a financial
breakdown, special transit considerations, recommendations and an implementation
timeline. This chapter is the foundational starting point with recommendations as to
how the county can move forward with transit services.
Funding Development
Securing funding for any transit service is an ongoing challenge from both the state and
federal levels. The critical factor in providing needed transit services is to obtain funding
that allows a transit provider to operate reliably and efficiently within a set of clear
goals and accomplish long and short-range objectives. Consistent and reliable funding
sources can ensure future services which encourages ridership participation. Due to Iron
County’s low population and rural nature, creating an effective and efficient plan is
particularly desirable and challenging. Another funding challenge faced is transit funding
on both the state and federal levels as they are becoming more and more competitive.
The pool of funding remains the same while more transit groups take out of the pool.
This means if Iron County receives funding it will need to be aware the funding
allocations will most likely decrease annually.
Federal Funding Opportunities
 The Rural Transit Assistance Program (49 U.S.C. 5311(b)(3), section (j) is for Reservations
or the Tribal Transit Program (TTP)
o Can receive up to 80% for capital grants, 50% for annual operating assistance,
80% ADA non-fixed route paratransit services
 Section 5310- Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities s85.24
(Transportation, Employment and Mobility)
 Federal Transit Administration (National Rural Transit Assistance Program)
 Rural Passenger Transportation Technical Assistance Program – USDA
State Funding Opportunities
 5310/s85.22 (Elderly and Disabled Capital grant)
 s85.20 (State Operating Assistance Program)
 s85.24 (Transportation, Employment and Mobility)
 STRAP (Supplemental Transportation Rural Assistance Program)
 5316 (Job Access Reverse Commute)
 Wisconsin Employment Transportation Assistance Program (WETAP)
Potential Assistance from Outside Organizations and Businesses
 North County Independent Living
 Greater WI Agency on Aging Resources Inc. (GWarr); assisted with Park Falls
 ruralhealthinfo.org
 National Aging and Disability Transportation Center
 Disabled American Veterans
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Hospitals, nursing homes in the area that may provide financial allocations to further
develop transit services in their customer region
o Grand View (Ironwood)
o Flambeau Hospital (Park Falls)
o Memorial Medical Center (Ashland)
o Aspirus Hospital (Iron River)
o Aspirus Grand View Clinic (Hurley)
o Essentia Health (Ashland)
o Marshfield Clinic (Minocqua)
o Sky View Nursing Center (Hurley)
o Villa Maria Health and Rehabilitation Center (Hurley)
Financial Break Down and Estimates
Table 7.1 is a breakdown of the 2017 transit budget for Iron County
Table 7.1: Iron County’s Current Transit Budget (2017 Project Budget Summary)
Overall
Aging Unit Highline
Volunteer Driver
Total
WI 85.21 Annual Allocation
$35,696
$20,007
$8,000
County Funds
$8,924
$4,001
$2,000
Passenger Revenue
$4,500
$11,000
$2,000
Total Project Expenses
$49,120
$35,008
$12,000
$96,128
CY 2017 Application/Summary estimates

Local Agency Plans/Needs
 Replacing and Purchasing Vehicles: Current transit vehicles used by the Iron County
Aging Unit are well-used and are nearing the end of their service life. If services were
to be expanded, these vehicles would need to be replaced and additional vehicles
may be needed.
 Equipment and Facilities: shelters, benches, maintenance buildings and a dispatch
center may be needed depending on the type of service expansion.
 Drivers: Recruiting both volunteer drivers and potential full-time drivers if services
are expanded may be needed
 Comprehensive and reliable insurance for volunteer and hired drivers.
Operational Budget Framework
A transit service’s estimated operational cost in northern Wisconsin is approximately $50 to
$55 per hour the service is available, at minimum. If the service is to run 40 hours a week
subtracting 6 days for holidays, the operational budget would be $101,600 to $111,760.
Operational costs can change as ridership, fuel costs and revenue streams change. But Iron
County is extremely rural and this may cause an increase in operational expenses due to
extended trip mileage because of the county’s rural nature.
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Table 7.2: Annual Operational Expenses for a Transit Service
Driver (Full-time, includes all benefits)
$60,000
Maintenance materials and upkeep
$15,000
Fuel Costs $2.50/gal*40,000mi at 14mpg = $7,142
$10,000
Transit Service Insurance
$9,000
General office materials and management
$3,000
Marketing and Advertisements
$3,000
Total Annual Operational Expenses:
$100,000
Table 7.3: Startup Costs and the Capital Grant
Item
Total Cost
County's 20%
Bus 1 (8 passenger)
$50,000
$10,000
Phones, computers, tablets
$10,000
$2,000
Totals:
$60,000
$12,000

Capital grants and material infrastructure:
Equipment, mobility manager, vehicles and infrastructure will need to be purchased if a new
service is created. Capital grants can cover up to 80% of capital costs. The county or new transit
provider will need to pay for the remaining 20%. This could come from fundraising, donations
and current county allocations of the funds.
Table 7.4: Financial Data of Other Transportation Providers

19,285

Annual
Revenue
Hours
27,892

Annual
Revenue
Miles
563,624

2014
Total
Trips
150,410

$1,399,759

Iron Co. Demo

2,067

2,989.51

60,410.21

16,121.21

$150,028

Namekagon Transit

61,698

36,841

687,538

79,669

$1,603,294

Iron Co. Demo

2,067

1,234.24

23,033.83

2,669.06

$46,894

Rusk County Transit

14,790

15,442

259,404

66,295

$1,085,920

Iron Co. Demo

2,067

2,158.12

36,253

9,265.16

$151,764

Provider

Service
Population

Bay Area Rural Transit (BART)

Total
Expenses

Source: Provider data from the 2014 WisDOT Wisconsin Annual Transit Report

Table 7.5: Funding and Revenue
Provider

Federal

State

Local

Revenue

Total Expenses

Bay Area Rural Transit (BART)

43.20%

16.80%

26.40%

13.50%

$1,399,759

Namekagon Transit

43.60%

17.20%

26.40%

12.80%

$1,603,294

Rusk County Transit

38.80%

14.40%

31.70%

15.10%

$1,085,920

Iron County Transit

0

71.50%

14.30%

14.20%

$96,128

Source: Provider data from the 2014 WisDOT Wisconsin Annual Transit Report
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Table 7.4 is a list of service population size, annual revenue hours and miles, total trips and
expenses of several regional providers. An Iron County hypothetical demo has been generated
strictly based off of the service population size of the other providers, making all categories
proportional. Note: each service provider comparison may have more or less hours of service, a
larger service area population and several other variables to consider. These variables can
greatly affect the cost per rider to the provider. The Namekagon Transit comparison for Iron
County is a very low estimate and is most likely not a feasible financial number. Table 7.5 is a
list of the funding streams for nearby rural transit providers. The local category is comprised of
either city and/or town financial allocations to the transit program. The revenue category is
comprised of user fees and co-payments from ridership.
Increase County Taxes and Leverage Funds for Federal Dollars Hypothetical Model
Leveraging state and county transit funding for federal funding is a common method transit
providers use to obtain more funding for operational expenses. Iron County can take its 85.21
funding from the state and its own match money and get the federal government to award a
portion of funding to the transit entity or the county. Model 1, or the Fiscal Analysis and
Projections for Iron County Transit Funding at the back of the plan, is a model that helps display
what the county could potentially receive for a transit budget. There are 10,541 tax parcels in
Iron County and the average property tax paid by each parcel is $1,277 (NWRPC Geo-database).
The percent on the left side of Model 1 is a tax percent based off of the county’s budget of 4.4
million. The county’s entire budget is not solely derived from taxes. For the model, all budget
funding comes from taxes. Based off of the additional tax or match revenue generated and
added to the current transit funding, a certain percentage could be covered by the federal
government. The model has listed 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% federal funds received.
Approximately 56% of an operational budget of a transit provider can be covered by the state
and the federal government. The green and the red in the model indicate if a combination of a
tax increase and federal financial allocations will be feasible by falling under 60% of operational
expenses covered by the state and federal government. In order for the federal government to
provide a 40% allocation, the county would have to raise their portion of their taxes by 1% or
more. When developing a financial model for transit services, special consideration must be
taken for ridership participation. Revenue will need to grow at a proportional rate according to
its increase in funding from its current amount of $17,500. For example, if the county was to
increase taxes by 1% and receive 40% leverage funding from the federal government, the
county transit budget would nearly double and that would require the ridership revenue to
increase at a minimum of $34,440.
Special Considerations
 A transit bus with 15 seats or more (including driver’s seat) will require the driver to
have a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). This will require further training, expenses,
higher pay and other implications.
 Unforeseen issues established transit providers face is delays in receiving funding from
the state and federal governments. The first quarter’s grant funds can come late into
the fiscal year (4-5 months in). This means that the transit provider will need to have
sufficient funds in reserve to operate until the payment of grants are received. This wait
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for payment could possibly be extended depending if the State and Federal
governments are in gridlock resulting in budgetary delays.
 Grant funding is extremely competitive on both the state and federal levels. The funding
pools have remained the same while more and more groups are receiving funding.
Currently, because of extremely competitive funding, established transit providers that
operate on grant funding will be in opposition of any expansion or creation of new
transit services.
 More transit providers are receiving financial allocations out of the transit grant pool. It
will be expected for grant funding received by each provider to decrease slightly each
year. In the future, there is a possibility for award requirements to become more
challenging, resulting in fewer groups receiving funding, but the ones that do are at a
comfortable funding level.
Recommendations
Overall Transit Plan for Iron County
The top transportation priority for Iron County is to expand and increase service through the
use of current methods and resources. By expanding/streamlining the volunteer driver
program, Aging Unit bus and coordination with Highline, the county costs, rider wait time and
demand pressure for established systems will be kept to a minimum. The key reason for
expanding/streamlining current services is to determine the extent of need. In the future, if
need surpasses reorganized resources, additional contracting/expansion is needed within Iron
County. If services are plentiful after the expansion/streamline, additional contracts are not
needed. There are two main components to consider if Iron County is to contract with transit
providers. The county is comprised of two geographic regions with different service populations
and destinations. The county’s northern population mainly travels to Ironwood MI or Ashland
for their shopping and medical needs. The county’s southern population generally travels to
Woodruff/Minocqua for their shopping and medical needs. Due to the travel nature of these
two geographic populations, two separate transportation service territories are recommended.
The bus and volunteer driver program is important to contribute to interconnecting citizens
throughout the county as well as collecting citizens to bring them to a central location for
transit pickup.
Northern Iron County
This part of the county has limited service in Hurley through the Aging Unit bus and Highline. It
is suggested that the county refines and organizes the current bus system that is in place.
Priorities include recruiting additional volunteer drivers for the Aging Unit bus and creating a
set schedule with pick-up and drop-off locations. If the northern part of the county then
expands services and demand grows, additional efforts and contracts can be made with the
Gogebic County Transit Authority to tie the two systems together. After the Aging Unit bus and
the volunteer driver program is established, potential contract with Bad River Transit to
transport citizens to Ashland can be looked at.
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Southern Iron County
A key component to the southern part of the county will be the volunteer driver program and
continual effort to build the program. Once the program has a large presence, monitoring will
be conducted to assess the extent of use. If need for the volunteer driver program exceeds the
resources, it is suggested to contract with the Lac du Flambeau transit service for an estimated
cost of $16,500 to service the southern portion of the county. Both systems will be designed to
complement each other. If the new contract and system is in place, extensive data collection
will need to be conducted for the trial year. After the first year of service, an evaluation will be
conducted to determine if the county will continue to contract with the Lac du Flambeau transit
service.
Marketing
Marketing and promotion is important to ensure sustainable ridership for newly established
transit systems, and marketing will help increase volunteer driver participation in the county.
To complement marketing there is a need to establish transit liaisons within each community,
and this is especially important in southern Iron County. Extensive marketing and public
outreach will need to be conducted before the new transit systems go live to ensure high
ridership use to sustain the new services. Citizens may not know about the transit options at
their disposal and simply spreading the word may increase participation of current systems. The
most important step of marketing is appealing to citizens that are in need of transit services.
Funding
The first financial recommendation is to make the most efficient use of current funds and
materials for the next year minimum. After reorganizing the Aging Unit bus and the volunteer
driver program throughout the county, assessments will need to be done. If the county cannot
meet demand, perusing grant funding to expand services is the next recommended step.
Regardless where services would be expanded, there will need to be an additional need of
$25,000 to $30,000 of transportation funding. It is suggested to increase the county portion of
its taxes by .45% and leverage transit funds for 10% of federal dollars to cover operational
expenses. This would create a total county transit budget of $125,770 with the 2017 revenue
projections. This would be a sufficient increase to cover the new contract in the county. The
extra funds after the contracts would be used to reinforce the volunteer driver program,
increase marketing and expand Aging Unit bus services where the contracted service does not
reach. If the county needs to pursue another contract to service the other end of the county, it
is expected to cost around $25,000. If the county was to have a northern contract, southern
contract and reinforce county programs, the overall cost would approximately be $50,000. To
fund this it would be recommended to increase the county portion of its taxes by .75% and
leverage transit funds for 20% of federal dollars to cover operational expenses. This would
create a total county transit budget of $151,453 with the 2017 revenue projects.
Implementation Timeline
Short-Range Actions (1 year)
 Finish feasibility study
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Revamp the volunteer driver program and recruit drivers throughout the county
Streamline, organize and enhance the Aging Unit bus service in the northern part of the
county
Increase coordination efforts with Highline
Organize bookkeeping, finances, and previous rider data and routes
Begin marketing campaign and public education/awareness
o By targeting renters that are 65 years and older, the county is able to address
half the households in the county without a vehicle
Recruit transit liaisons for each municipality; this is especially important for southern
Iron County
Deploy monitoring/assessment system to riders
Prepare/submit grant applications (if applicable)

Mid-Range Actions (2-4 years)
 Continue marketing and public awareness of transit services
 Continue to maximize efficiency and best use of tax/grant dollars
 Develop working relationships with other providers to potentially interconnect routes
 Investigating and developing relationships for different funding and donation
opportunities through businesses and hospital pledges
 Expand or retract services depending on public participation
o This could potentially be contracting with Bad River Transit, Lac du Flambeau and
Gogebic County Transit.
Long-Range Actions (5 and more years)
 Implement changes based off
transit monitoring, public surveys
and demographics
 Continual marketing and outreach
to the public
 Continue funding development to
sustain transit services
 Provide service to all citizens that
are transportation disadvantaged
in the county
 Provide services that meet growing demand
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Appendices
Iron County Maps, Survey Results, Public Outreach Meetings
and Fiscal Analysis
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Map 1
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Map 2
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Map 3
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Map 4
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Map 5
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Map 6
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Map 7
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Map 8

BLUE Shape: Lac du Flambeau Taxi Service
RED Shapes: Aging Unit of Iron County
ORANGE Shape: Twin City Taxi Cab
PURPLE Shape: Highline
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Public Survey Data/Results
A survey was developed and deployed throughout Iron County. NWRPC received a total of 137
responses back. Approximately half of the filled out surveys were hard copies and half were
filled out online.

What is your age? 137 responses
25 years old and younger

26 to 45 years old

46 to 55 years old

56 to 65 years old

66 to 75 years old

76 to 85 years old

0.70%

85 years and older
10.92%

19.04%

18.24%
12.42%

10.92%
27.76%

What is your approximate annual household income? 124 responses
Less than $10,000
$25,000 to $34,999
$75,000 to $99,999

$10,001 to $20,000
$35,000 to $49,999
$100,000 or above
3.20% 1.60%

13.70%

$20,001 to $24,999
$50,000 to $74,999

11.30%
22.60%

20.20%

10.50%

16.90%
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What is your municipality of residence? 135 responses
Sherman
Anderson

0.70%
1.50%

Gurney

2.20%

Kimball

2.20%

Carey

3.00%

Pence

3.00%

Oma

3.00%

Outside of Iron County

5.90%

Knight

7.40%

Saxon

7.40%

Montreal
Mercer
Hurley

15.60%
21.50%
26.70%

Are you disabled? (137 responses)
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If you are disabled, does it affect your ability to operate a motor vehicle? 47
responses

22.80%

77.20%

No

Yes

Do you own a personal vehicle? 137 responses

14.50%

85.50%

Yes

No
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What is your normal mode of transportation? 137 responses
Drive yourself with your personal vehicle
Ride provided by someone you know
Transit Services
Other

3.60% 1.50%

16.80%

78.10%

If other please explain:
 Must depend totally on others because I have no driver license
 I also have a friend that drives me around
 I drive myself and ride with other people when I can
 I drive or share rides with others
 Both transit services and ride provided by someone I know
 I use the shopping bus sometimes
 Family or friend

Have you ever used a transit service in Iron County? 136 responses
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How much would you be willing to pay for a one-way trip provided by a transit
service in Iron County? 132 responses
$0, not willing
to pay
5.30%

14.40%

$1

20.50%
12.10%

17.40%

$2
$3

30.30%
$4
$5 or more

How long of a drive/ride is it from your residence to access grocery markets and
retail shopping you typically utilize? 137 responses
Less than 15 minutes

16-30 minutes

31-60 minutes

Longer than 1 hour

1.50%
13.10%
50.40%
35.00%
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How long of a drive/ride is it from your residence to access medical facilities you
typically utilize? 136 responses
Driving Time to Shopping and Medical
<15mins
Shopping
Medical

50.40%
29.43%

1530mins
35%
33.83%

31>60mins
60mins
13.10%
1.50%
32%
5.11%

Source: Spring 2017 Iron County Transit Survey

Have you had someone drive you to a medical appointment in the last year? 136
responses

50.00%

50.00%

No

Yes

If you received a ride to a medical appointment, how did you get there? 82
responses
Family or Friend

8.51%
1.20%

Bus/transit service

Volunteer driver

Other

8.51%

81.78%
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If you answered other, please explain:
 I have my own car and I paid my wife’s friend to drive me.
 Both family/friend and a volunteer driver
 Volunteer driver and Family/Friend
 I would utilize MTM
 I booked a ride from my forward health and medicade
 Mercer Ambulance

Does reduced or lack of transit service affect your daily activities? (work,
recreation, shopping, doctor’s visit, etc.) 136 responses

22.80%

77.20%

No

Yes

What services/facilities would you use transit services to access if available in
Iron County? (Check all that apply) 88 responses
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Would you start using a transit service or use it more frequently if
availability/service was expanded? 131 responses

47.30%
52.70%

Yes

No

If you answered yes to the previous question, can you explain why:
 I could be more independent and not have to depend on others so much!
 It would allow me to have easier access to other services and places I use.
 More options for reliable travel
 I could have some freedom and I would not be stranded.
 Good to get out
 Because one of these days I won’t be able to drive and it will be nice to have a bus
service and it will be nice to have a choice.
 Would not have to depend on anyone.
 If the other modes of transportation that I use are not available.
 I haven't used it because it wasn't available. If it was, I would.
 Can't drive because I'm blind
 If it was for shopping in Ashland or another area I would use it, probably not locally. I
have to drive to town to work already but I would use it for other trips
 It's a chore to go from Saxon to anywhere!
 I don't like driving. I like to use the time on the road for reading or conversation and you
can't do that while you are driving. My husband loves to drive so I let him do it.
 Sometimes I just don't want to drive.
 Would use it in times of need, e.g. vehicle breakdown/in the shop.
 When sick
 I would use it every week!
 Should have regular hour on the hour. People should not have to wait for hours to get a
ride.
 Big waste going back and forth for different family member schedule.
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If we could not drive
Scheduling would be nice
More efficient. As we age, the need for public transit will increase
I'm getting older and I may need it
If cost effective and safe.
Car/gas saving.
If cost is low
It would make it so much easier to go to my Drs visits.
Then people won’t have to walk to their appointments.
Sometimes I find it hard to find someone to take me to my appointments. So I have to
work around their schedule.
With my vision I am able to drive only on good days. If it is dark, snowing, raining or
foggy I have to have someone else drive me.
I would use it in the winter. It would be useful to have something to use instead of
taking a vehicle out.
If the weather was bad
If the weather and roads are bad
I do not drive much in the winter unless the roads are real good.
I do not like driving in the winter
Winter time would be nice to not have to drive.
The bus is safer than a private vehicle. And it would be nice to have in bad weather
I like to shop in Hurley, Ironwood, Minocqua, Woodruff ect.

If the transit service were to be publicly subsidized, would you support a county
wide tax increase to fund improved transit service access in Iron County? 127
responses

Yes

No

37.00%
63.00%
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Please provide the maximum amount you would be willing to pay in taxes per
month for the service? 61 responses




























0 (4)
None, I pay enough taxes already
$1
$2 (3)
$3 (2)
$5.00 (15)
5 to 10 a month
$8.50
$10 (12)
$15 (2)
$20 (2)
$25
$20-$30
30
$50
$100
0.01%
0.06%
0.20%
.2 or .3 percent
1%
3%
10%
n/a due to Income
I support it. But I do not own property.
Don't know. In other counties this service is free as a senior you are issued a car and
have free transport for life.
Not sure (4)

If you have any additional comments or thoughts, please provide them here:






If it could be provided in a clean, safe, efficient and cost-effective manner I believe it
would benefit many in the area as there is a great need, especially in the winter months
and inclement weather.
Patients REALLY need this transit service to get to their doctor's appointments in
Minocqua.
I don’t want to pay taxes for a service I don’t use. I am tired of government urbanizing
rural areas I live in. I don’t want the pollution from a bus, there are already a lot of large
trucks out here polluting. I moved out here to get away from buses.
Why not just go to the county board and demand services for the elderly and disabled.
Why is Iron County so backwards?
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Currently I have family and friends take me to all the places I need to go. If I didn't have
them then I would use transit services.
I have a breathing problem. This is very limiting. Also it’s very hard to ask someone for a
ride as my family lives far away. I also have to be able to pay for a ride. So to have more
transportation would be great for shopping and Doctors office because they are more
than 30 miles from here in Mercer. Sure we have a local clinic. But most of the time you
are sent to Woodruff or Minocqua for tests and other things.
I think it would be nice to have a small van to take the seniors for haircuts at the college
in Ironwood. The girls need people to work on. Prices are good and it is something to
do. We don't have a barber in Mercer so the men are welcome too.
I would love to have a reasonably priced ride for daily living activities.
Although we do not need a transportation service at the present time, I feel that there
are many who could use one, and would support expansion in our county.
I don't currently require public transportation; however, I feel it's extremely valuable
and needed for elderly citizens in our community.
Do not need service at present but will in the future
I believe in public transportation and it is very convenient. It is also a great way to meet
friendly people and create friendships.
Would be very useful for the community.
Please let me know if I can be of any help in getting transportation in Iron County.
Since my wife and I both drive at this time. This really does not apply at the present time
Thank you for this survey. Transit service is a real need. “Aging in Place” is happening
and growing.
Would be nice to go to the movies

Survey Comparisons for Hurley and Mercer


Hurley had 36 responses and Mercer had 29

Q3 Have you ever used transit services
in Iron County?
Hurley
Mercer
Yes
36.11%
Yes
3.45%
No
63.89%
No
96.55%

Q11 Would you start using a transit
service more if it was expanded?
Hurley
Mercer
Yes
58.33% Yes
51.72%
No
41.67% No
48.28%

Q12 Would you support a tax to
subsidize a transit service?
Hurley
Mercer
Yes
52.78% Yes
65.52%
No
47.22% No
34.48%
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Q 17 Age
Hurley
Mercer
26 to 45
26 to 45
13.89%
17.24%
years old
years old
46 to 55
46 to 55
16.67%
10.34%
years old
years old
56 to 65
years old

11.11%

56 to 65
years old

13.79%

66 to 75
years old

25.00%

66 to 75
years old

44.83%

76 to 85
years old

13.89%

76 to 85
years old

6.90%

19.44%

85 years
and
older

6.90%

85 years
and
older

Q 18 Income
Hurley
Mercer
Less than
Less than
16.67%
3.45%
$10,000
$10,000
$10,001
$10,001
to
33.33%
to
17.24%
$20,000
$20,000
$20,001
$20,001
to
19.44%
to
10.34%
$24,999
$24,999
$25,000
$25,000
to
8.33%
to
13.79%
$34,999
$34,999
$35,000
$35,000
to
8.33%
to
20.69%
$49,999
$49,999
$50,000
$50,000
to
5.56%
to
17.24%
$74,999
$74,999
$75,000
$75,000
to
0%
to
10.34%
$99,999
$99,999
$100,000
$100,000
0%
3.45%
or above
or above

NWRPC Public Outreach at Five Iron County Community Meal Sites
Mercer Senior Center July 25, 2017 (16 citizens)
 “I would greatly support transit to do essential things such as grocery shopping, doctor’s
appointments and such. But I will not support transit if it is a ride to a casino.”
 “A lot of citizens go to ALDI in Rhinelander once a month and literally get all of their
groceries for the month because they are so limited with transportation.”
 One citizen expressed their concern for citizens saying they would like the service, but
not end up using it.
 One citizen made the comment of making transit a social event. It would be great to
have a service and having that service become a social event as well (talking with other
riders). If it is a fun social event, the participation of ridership should increase too.
 Most seniors rely heavily on friends and family in the area
o The citizens at this meal site heavily relied and looked out for each other through
rides, housework, shopping and friendship.
 “Life goes on in the winter, but it is more challenging to get around. They said they try to
drive less or they drive much slower. Most of the citizens do not drive at night.
 NWRPC had a discussion with the citizens about willingness to pay
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o A $2-$3 trip fee was brought up as a potential price and the citizens seemed very
comfortable with that price
o Citizen’s stresses the importance of a structured transit with a schedule. They
then can plan meetings accordingly
o A citizen brought up what if a citizen goes grocery shopping and a citizen buys a
lot of groceries, will the driver carry those in? Will he/she be a driver and grocery
carrier?
o Will it be make a million trips all over town and we do our one thing and then we
wait around the rest of the day until we get picked up to leave?
Insurance policies for volunteer drivers, one citizen drives people around completely on
his own time and expense. He wanted to do the volunteer driver program and said he
was not willing to sign up for the fact of the county will not pick up insurance when he
was driving and volunteering his time.
One person said people are sick of all of the surveys and they simply want action. He
said let’s just throw something out there as a trial and if it takes off great, if not now we
know.
One citizen mentioned the success of BART and Park Falls and that would be a great
system to follow

Springstead Meal Site July 26, 2017 (15 citizens)
 Two people that signed up for the volunteer driver program have not heard anything
from the county concerning their applications
 One citizen said he missed when you could use the rail system for long distance travel
 One citizen said there needs to be a centralized location that takes care of the transit.
He called it a clearing house. It is essentially a dispatcher or person who coordinates.
 One person suggested basically getting an Uber Driver and have the county subsidize
the driver so the rates will be minimal for the citizens that may need it
 One citizen approached me after the meeting and talked about how stubborn the older
generation can be with getting help from outside groups. She also mentioned that these
citizens currently drive and this service will help them when they cannot drive. She said
a lot of citizens are too stubborn to accept that one day they will not be able to drive
 Another citizen mentioned that he is concerned grant funds for transit will shrink or
ultimately disappear in the future and that will not give the county any options to
develop a transit system
 One citizen suggested a grocery delivery system. A citizen with a larger vehicle can take
grocery orders from citizens that cannot drive. The individual will pick them up and drop
them off at their house. This will reduce the amount of trips these transit dependent
individuals will need.
 NWRPC discussed with the citizens a willingness to pay, a number was thrown out of $2$3. There was a long pause and then they said that seems very low. They said they want
a system that is sustaining and can provide effective services. The price needs to be
affordable, but has to allow for the transit service to continue. But it seemed to this
group they would pay more for services
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The town hall (meal site location) is the centralized location and most citizens in
Springstead travel anywhere from 4-10 miles to get there.
The group recognized that they are almost an unserviceable area because they are so
rural.
A lot of citizens drive other people around because they want to, the money isn’t an
issue. And some people said they preferred not to get paid because of taxes and such.
A citizen said it would be nice to have a grocery store that was close. That would reduce
the need for long travel
A citizen suggested a meal site and transit day. Generally a lot of citizens that need
transit come to the meal sites. After the meal they could have a bus take them to
Woodruff/Minocqua once a week.
Citizens also said that the majority of them go to the Woodruff medical facility over the
Park Falls medical facility because they have more to offer

Hurley Meal Site August 8, 2017 (25 citizens)
 Most citizens go to Ironwood for their shopping needs. Most go the Aspiris hospital in
Ironwood. Sometimes they will need to go to Wausau for major stuff. Some citizens also
need to go to Ashland, Woodruff and Duluth/Superior for medical at times.
o One citizen mentioned it is important that the community support their local
grocery store (Pat’s), but because of tight budgets and some citizens are on
social security the prices are hard to beat at Wal-Mart and Value Foods which
are both located in Ironwood MI.
 A citizen mentioned when the mines were running there was constant bus services from
Ironwood to Hurley. After they closed the service discontinued. The citizen suggested
the lack of employment is the cause of this
 There is a bus service. But it mainly services citizens in Hurley and runs to Ironwood
o Bus driving schedules for the Iron County Aging Unit: Monday/Wednesdays =
Medical days, Tuesday/Fridays are shopping days
 Some citizens from Ironwood come to the Hurley meal site. The bus can come and pickup and drop them off. But cannot transport them for shopping or medical stuff
 Citizens said that they think citizens do not use current services because of the lack of
marketing
 Citizen: “We are aging and will need more transit resources in the near future.”
Saxon Meal Site August 9, 2017 (20 people)
 Most of the citizens go to Ironwood. But a larger number as compared to Hurley go to
Ashland for medical and shopping needs.
 One citizen mentioned that the Iron County Aging Unit did have a bus at one point that
ran to Saxon. She did not know that the bus still exists and runs
 None of the citizens at the meeting were volunteer drivers
o One citizen mentioned the issue of insurance and volunteer driving
 All of the citizens but one drive themselves around for shopping and medical
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Citizens talked about their driving dependence. They drive themselves, but they said
that one day they will not be able to drive themselves
The citizens liked the idea of a hypothetical bus. The major concern they had was sitting
in the bus while it picked up citizens. A central pick-up location was discussed and they
really liked the idea of having volunteers round everyone up and bring them to a central
location to be picked up

Iron Belt Meal Site Aug 10, 2017 (17 people)
 None of the citizens were in the volunteer driver program
o A citizen said that they were very interested in becoming a volunteer driver, but
was concerned about the insurance aspect of becoming a volunteer driver
o Another citizen was a volunteer driver in the past and she said when she was
volunteering she said the county bought supplemental insurance that worked
with her insurance as an extra buffer/reserve.
 Most of the citizens went to Ironwood for their shopping and medical needs
 Some citizens went to Ashland for their medical needs
 A citizen brought up the fact that if a bus was to bring a group up to Ashland for the day
what would they do when their appointment was done. They asked if the driver would
drive them to shopping facilities or would they just have to sit around and wait
 One citizen mentioned that having a driver is nice, but they may need help carrying their
groceries into their homes or even need help walking into their home.
 Brought up the volunteer driver dropping off citizens at a central pick-up point. They
said that is nice, but would someone open up a building for them to sit and wait in or
just have the volunteer driver stay until the bus comes to pick them up
 One citizen didn’t know that the county has an aging unit bus
 The citizens said riding the bus with others can be a fun social event and they should
embrace and enjoy that
 There are apartments in Iron Belt and most of the residents do not have a vehicle or do
not drive. One citizen suggested that as a drop-off and pick-up point
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Model 1: Fiscal Analysis and Projections for Iron County Transit Funding

Model 1: Fiscal Analysis and Projections for Iron County Transit Funding
Increasing Taxes to Fund Transportation

Current Funding to a 1% County Tax Increase and Leveraging Transit Funds for Federal Funding

Annual
% of Transit
% of
Funding Total
Total Transit
Total Transit
Total Transit
Total Transit
Additional Annual
Funding 40% Federal
30% Federal
20% Federal
10% Federal
County Tax
(Using 2017
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Tax Per Additional
From
Leverage
Is it Leverage
Is it Leverage
Is it Leverage
increase
Projected
Budget (With
Budget
Budget
Budget
Parcel for County Tax
County Funding
Feasible? Funding
Feasible? Funding
Feasible? Funding
based off
Ridership
2017
(With 2017
(With 2017
(With 2017
County Revenue
Before Received
Received
Received
Received
their 4.4mil
Revenue)
Revenue)
Revenue)
Revenue)
Revenue)
Tax Generated
Leveraging
budget
Current: $96,128 15.53% $31,451.20 $127,579.20
$23,588.40 $119,716.40
$15,725.60 $111,853.60
$ 7,862.80 $103,990.80
Increase
0.05% $ 0.21 $ 2,200.00 $ 98,328.00 17.42% $32,331.20 $130,659.20
$24,248.40 $122,576.40
$16,165.60 $114,493.60
$ 8,082.80 $106,410.80
0.10% $ 0.42 $ 4,400.00 $ 100,528.00 19.22% $33,211.20 $133,739.20
$24,908.40 $125,436.40
$16,605.60 $117,133.60
$ 8,302.80 $108,830.80
0.15% $ 0.63 $ 6,600.00 $ 102,728.00 20.95% $34,091.20 $136,819.20
$25,568.40 $128,296.40
$17,045.60 $119,773.60
$ 8,522.80 $111,250.80
0.20% $ 0.82 $ 8,800.00 $ 104,928.00 22.61% $34,971.20 $139,899.20
$26,228.40 $131,156.40
$17,485.60 $122,413.60
$ 8,742.80 $113,670.80
0.25% $ 1.04 $11,000.00 $ 107,128.00 24.20% $35,851.20 $142,979.20
$26,888.40 $134,016.40
$17,925.60 $125,053.60
$ 8,962.80 $116,090.80
0.30% $ 1.25 $13,200.00 $ 109,328.00 25.73% $36,731.20 $146,059.20
$27,548.40 $136,876.40
$18,365.60 $127,693.60
$ 9,182.80 $118,510.80
0.35% $ 1.46 $15,400.00 $ 111,528.00 27.19% $37,611.20 $149,139.20
$28,208.40 $139,736.40
$18,805.60 $130,333.60
$ 9,402.80 $120,930.80
0.40% $ 1.64 $17,600.00 $ 113,728.00 28.60% $38,491.20 $152,219.20
$28,868.40 $142,596.40
$19,245.60 $132,973.60
$ 9,622.80 $123,350.80
0.45% $ 1.88 $19,800.00 $ 115,928.00 29.95% $39,371.20 $155,299.20
$29,528.40 $144,456.40
$19,685.60 $135,613.60 61.49% $ 9,842.80 $125,770.80
0.50% $ 2.10 $22,000.00 $ 118,128.00 31.26% $40,251.20 $158,379.20
$30,188.40 $148,316.40
$20,125.60 $138,253.60 60.63% $10,062.80 $128,190.80
0.55% $ 2.30 $24,200.00 $ 120,328.00 32.52% $41,131.20 $161,459.20 64.92% $30,848.40 $151,176.40 62.54% $20,565.60 $140,893.60 59.81% $10,282.80 $130,610.80
0.60% $ 2.50 $26,400.00 $ 122,528.00 33.73% $42,011.20 $164,539.20 64.25% $31,508.40 $154,036.40 61.81% $21,005.60 $143,533.60 59.02% $10,502.80 $133,030.80
0.65% $ 2.71 $28,600.00 $ 124,728.00 34.90% $42,891.20 $167,619.20 63.59% $32,168.40 $156,896.40 61.10% $21,445.60 $146,173.60 58.25% $10,722.80 $135,450.80
0.70% $ 2.92 $30,800.00 $ 126,928.00 36.02% $43,771.20 $170,699.20 62.96% $32,828.40 $159,756.40 60.42% $21,885.60 $148,813.60 57.51% $10,942.80 $137,870.80
0.75% $ 3.13 $33,000.00 $ 129,128.00 37.11% $44,651.20 $173,779.20 62.35% $33,488.40 $162,616.40 59.77% $22,325.60 $151,453.60 56.80% $11,162.80 $140,290.80
0.80% $ 3.34 $35,200.00 $ 131,328.00 38.17% $45,531.20 $176,859.20 61.76% $34,148.40 $165,476.40 59.13% $22,765.60 $154,093.60 56.11% $11,382.80 $142,710.80
0.85% $ 3.55 $37,400.00 $ 133,528.00 39.19% $46,411.20 $179,939.20 61.20% $34,808.40 $168,336.40 58.52% $23,205.60 $156,733.60 55.45% $11,602.80 $145,130.80
0.90% $ 3.76 $39,600.00 $ 135,728.00 40.17% $47,291.20 $183,019.20 60.65% $35,468.40 $171,196.40 57.93% $23,645.60 $159,373.60 54.81% $11,822.80 $147,550.80
0.95% $ 3.97 $41,800.00 $ 137,928.00 41.13% $48,171.20 $186,099.20 60.12% $36,128.40 $174,056.40 57.36% $24,085.60 $162,013.60 54.19% $12,042.80 $149,970.80
1.00% $ 4.17 $44,000.00 $ 140,128.00 42.05% $49,051.20 $189,179.20 59.60% $36,788.40 $176,916.40 56.80% $24,525.60 $164,653.60 53.58% $12,262.80 $152,390.80
Tax figures generated from NWRPC 2015 Iron County Tax Data. 10,541 taxed parcels.Funding information was located at WisDOT Annual Transit Report. Total County budget from taxes: 4.4 million dollars
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61.50%
60.45%
59.44%
58.48%
57.54%
56.65%
55.78%
54.95%
54.14%
53.60%
52.61%
51.89%
51.19%
50.51%
49.85%
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